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Lesson 57: Sounds of GH, IGH, and IGHT

     ghost night sight      
     *ghell sigh high
     flight nigh night
     right *zigh flight
     tell boy through

The team’s flight left late at night. 
Would you laugh at the sight of a ghost?
Tell the boy to go all the way through the line.

Lesson 57: Sounds of GH, IGH, and IGHT

     flight ghost sight      
     light *ghond high
     night nigh bright
     might *bigh sigh
     great where help

There was a bright light on the ship.
We might get to ride on a train.
It is a great feeling to help a friend.

Lesson 57: Sounds of GH, IGH, and IGHT

     fight ghost *migh      
     high sigh sight
     might night bright
     right *dight plight
     old too before

The cat was high up in the tree. 
The boy tried with all of his might to lift the big rock.
He was not too old to take a nap. 

Lesson 57: Sounds of GH, IGH, and IGHT

     flight right *ghaib      
     sigh bright high
     night ghost tight
     light *cligh sight
     much old mean

They were asking a high price for the flight.
The high waves hit the rocks.
The old man is much too nice to be mean.
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Lesson 57: Sounds of GH, IGH, and IGHT

     bright right night      
     sigh *gligh sight

     nigh thigh ghost
     flight slight fight
     line through before

They will all fight the big fire. 
We got on the right flight.
Go right through the line before the other people come.

Lesson 57: Sounds of GH, IGH, and IGHT

     ghost night sight      
     *ghell sigh high
     flight bright fight
     right *zigh light
     before too much
The light in the hall is bright. 
The cat did not fight with the dog last night.
We have not had too much rain before now.

Lesson 57: Sounds of GH, IGH, and IGHT

     light ghost flight      
     *vigh high fight
     night might slight
     sigh *zight tight
     boy tell same
The ghost let out a big sigh.
The dog slept all through the night.
Tell the boy the same thing you told me.

Lesson 57: Sounds of GH, IGH, and IGHT

     night light fight      
     ghost bright *ghill
     nigh sigh sight
     right *bight might
     help too old
I twisted the light bulb to the right. 
We might dance on the big stage.
You can help fix the old boats too.
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Lesson 57: Sounds of GH, IGH, and IGHT

     fright high plight      
     *ghand sight ghost
     flight nigh tight
     might light *zigh
     old too boy

The fake ghost gave us quite a fright!
That small space might a be tight fit for all of us.
The boy is not too old to help.

Lesson 57: Sounds of GH, IGH, and IGHT

     flight nigh tight      
     sight high fight
     bright slight might
     right ghost sigh
     great old help

Did you sleep on your flight?
Those waves are quite high.
The old man is a great help to us.

Lesson 57: Sounds of GH, IGH, and IGHT

     high light night      
     fight flight sight
     nigh sigh ghost
     right tight blight
     line before much

That flight seemed very fast.
Take the next right at the light.
I did not have much time before I got in line.

Lesson 57: Sounds of GH, IGH, and IGHT

     light high fight      
     tight right ghost
     plight slight night
     sigh sight might
     same boy mean

It is not nice to fight.
She might change the light bulb.
Did you mean to call the same boy twice?




